EUGMS-SIG on GR
- Project packages (2019-2024) -

Investigation on patient structures in different GR settings (+GR-services + GR team structure)
(f.e as Part 2 of the „EuGMS survey on structures of geriatric rehabilitation across Europe“)

Investigation on outcomes in different GR settings across the EuGMS member states (f.e. femur fracture patients)

Regular Status Monitor on GR-Capacities and structures (RSM-GR) every 2 years!

Established forum for knowledge transfer and further development of GR between EuGMS member states!

Economic evaluation of all GR settings – cost-benefit R.

European education concept in geriatric rehabilitation (f.e. with EAMA)

Regular updating process of the consensus statement every 3-5 years!

GR- Research – Prevention and treatment of specific conditions f.e. Stroke, Parkinson

Comparison and evaluation of available standards and guidelines across EuGMS member states!
EUGMS-SIG on GR
- Current projects 2020 affected by COVID-19 pandemic-

European education concept in geriatric rehabilitation (f.e. with EAMA)

Investigation on patient structures in dif. GR settings (+GR-services + GR team structure)
(f.e as Part 2 of the „EuGMS survey on structures of geriatric rehabilitation across Europe“)

Investigation on outcomes in different GR settings across the EuGMS member states
(f.e. femur fracture patients)

Regular Status Monitor on GR-Capacities and structures (RSM-GR) every 2 year!

Establ. forum for knowledge transfer and further development of GR between EuGMS member states!

Regular updating process of the consensus statement every 3-5 years!

GR- Research – Prevention and treatment of specific conditions f.e. Stroke, Parkinson

Comparison and evaluation of available standards and guidelines across EuGMS member states!

Economic evaluation of all GR settings – cost-benefit R.
EUGMS-SIG on GR
- Current projects 2020 affected by COVID-19 pandemic-

Promotion of Distance Learning with an European education concept in geriatric rehabilitation

Regular updating process of the consensus statement every 3-5 years!

Investigation on structural changes in GR settings caused by COVID-19 pandemic (+GR-services + GR team structure)

Study on GR outcomes of postCOVID-19 patients across the EuGMS member states

Regular Status Monitor on GR-Capacities and structures (RSM-GR) every 2 year!

Establish. forum for knowledge transfer and further development of GR between EuGMS member states!

GR- Research – treatment of specific conditions and settings f.e. postCOVID-19 COPD patients

Development, Sharing and comparison of available standards for GR treatment of post COVID-19 patients!

Economic evaluation of COVID-19 pandemic impact on GR treatment and settings
Many thanks for your attention!